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Abstract
With the prevailing trend of interactive installation, the role of the gallery visitor
becomes an interactor instead of a pure spectator. In this paper, it is going to look at
this new form of art by redefining interactivity, embodiment, and human senses, in
terms of the making and experience of installation space from cross-cultural
perspectives.
Beginning with the argument of Cartesian aesthetics of disembodiment in
Western dualistic tradition and new media art, then Taoist philosophy of harmonious
polarism on embodiment is drawn in to compare and contrast with the controversial
debates. This research is not merely to argue that the concepts of human body, senses,
space are culturally constructed; but it also hopes to address a critical review of
today’s interactive installation art. The superficiality of today’s new media art is
shown by reviewing some multi-sensory work. In comparison, Taoist and Buddhist
influenced artists, Cai Guo Qiang and Antony Gormley’s interactive work will be
discussed. The body and experience of audience in the work will be carefully
examined with a comparative analysis of Chinese and Western philosophies.
The research does not intend to infer any generic judgment on any cultural
characteristics, but rather by looking at the traditional philosophy in cross-cultural
disciplines, it hopes to bring in new insight to the contemporary art critique as well as
unresolved controversy.
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Introduction
Johnathan Cray claims about the changes in the contemporary art in Installation
Art in the New Millennium: the Empire of the Senses (2003), “the last 125 years have
seen a dramatic transfer of human capacities to machines, especially capabilities
involving vision, thought and memory which continues unabated today, in terms of
tools for information on storage, communication and visualization. We are now in a
material environment where earlier 20th century models of spectatorship,
contemplation and experience are inadequate for understanding the conditions of
cultural creation and reception.”1 Cray’s critique coincides with my observation of
the materialistic phenomenon in western installation work in general. Moreover, being
brought up in a Chinese culture, my appreciation and response to the interactive
artwork of some western artists is found to be quite different due to a cultural
discrepancy in understanding the concept of space and body. “As Felix Guattari
argues, it is not possible to understand a technology without locating it within its
social ensemble of relations.”2

In this paper, it is going to discuss the controversial issue of (dis)embodiment in
contemporary art and installation work in terms of the Cartesian aesthetic embedded
in Western tradition and philosophy. In order to discuss various ongoing debates of
the issues, an alternative perspective of harmonizing embedded in Chinese philosophy,
Taoism and other non-western cultural perception on human body, sensory systems,

1

De Oliveira Nicola, Installation art in the new millennium : the empire of the senses. Nicola Oxley
and Michael Petry(ed) ; texts by Nicolas de Oliveira. London : Thames & Hudson, 2003, pp.6
2
Munster, Anna. Materializing New Media: Embodiment in Information Aesthetics
Lebanon:Dartmouth College Press University Press of New England, 2006, pp.14 She mentions about
Felix Guattari’s theory in Chaosmosis: An Ethicoaesthetic Paradigm, Sydney: Power Publications,
1995, pp. 36
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and space will be examined in details from a comparative approach of cross-cultural
discipline.

To begin with, it is important to define the emerging question that is posed in this
research, “Sensual Place: A Cross-cultural Critique of (Dis)embodiment and
Experience of Interactive Space.” Steven Feld writes, “as place is sensed, senses are
placed; as places make sense, senses make place.”3 He calls it “doubly reciprocal
motion.”
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Edward S. Casey elaborates Feld’s point saying that “we are

simultaneously

never

without

perception”

and

“never

without

emplaced

experiences.” 5 In here, the term “place” conceives of twofold definitions of a
particularly reproduced “space” created by the artist in an exhibition gallery as well as
the cultural space that is experienced in the work by the participant with their own
perspectives. With the advancement of media technologies, Cray points out that “the
Chinese writer Sze Tsung Leong suggests that the term ‘space’ has been superseded
by the idea of ‘control space’. Space, in other words, no longer exists as a
three-dimensional

construct,

but

instead

‘enables

the

packaging

of

total

environments – the total engagement of the senses – where sights, smells, sounds,
feelings are engineered, refined … and deployed for maximum effect.”6 It has been a
recent trend that museums are packaged with displaying work offering multi-sensory
and kinaesthetic experiences in the interactive environment.
3 Quotes taken from Geurts, Kathryn Linn.: Culture and the Senses : Embodiment, Identity, and
Well-being in an African Community. Berkeley, Calif. : London : University of California Press, 2003,
pp. 112 She mentions about Steven Feld’s saying taken from Waterfalls of Song: An Acoustemology of
Place Resounding in Bosavi, Papua New Guinea. In Senses of Place. Steven Feld and Keith H. Basso,
eds, pp.91-135. Santa Fe, NM: School of American Research Press, 1996, pp.91
4
Ibid.
5
Quotes taken from Geurts, Kathryn Linn, pp.112. She writes about Edward S. Casey’s book, How to
Get from Space to Place in a Friday Short Stretch of Time: Phenomenological Prolegomena. In Senses
of Place. S. Feld and K. H. Basso, eds, pp. 13-52. Santa Fe: School of America Research Press, 1996,
pp.19.
6
De Oliveira Nicola, pp.49
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The discussion will start with the exhibition of SOUNDWAVES which were
held by Cybersonica, Kinetica Museum and Soundtoys.net will be highlighted. It is to
show how contemporary artists are struggling to break through the mundane ties of
keyboard and mouse in order to bring in an “embodiment” experience with
technology. Despite this, it is observed that sight and hearing are still the privileged
modes of experiencing the work in the interactive space. Beginning with this example,
the phenomenon will be analyzed by an introduction of Western classical debates on
the dualism of human body and mind and the hierarchical views on sensory orders in
the philosophy of Aristotle, Descartes, to Cartesian Co-ordinate system. In contrast,
the harmonious view of body from Taoism and Chinese tradition will be introduced.
These contrasted views will be significant as a foundational groundwork for the
discussion of the appreciation and creation of the interactive work.

Then we will move to a deeper level of discussion on “embodiment.” It is
defined and adapted to anthropology as a way of treating the body as “the existential
ground of culture and self.”7 However, the construction of self can be very different
due to various cultural background. By showing more controversial debates from Lev
Manovich, Vivian Sobchack, Anna Munster on the issues of “embodiment” and
“human senses” in experiencing interactive space, it is hoped to pinpoint the limits
and benefits of their argument. On the contrary, while Western philosophers and
artists are still upset by the issues of (dis)embodiment and (dis)appearance of body
from time to time, Chinese artists have long been settled by the concepts of
“oneness.” As the Taoist master Chuang Tzu claims, “Heaven and Earth and I live

7

Geurts, Kathryn Linn, pp. 232 she takes the definition from Thomas J Csordas, “Embodiment as a
Paradigm for Anthropology.” Ethos: Journals of the Society for Psychological Anthropology I8 (I):
5-47 1990, pp.5
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together and all things and I are one”8 The distinctive difference of materialism (of
the West) and emptiness (of the East) embraced by two backgrounds significantly
affect the artists and audience’s appreciation, creation and perception on the
interaction of body and space.

In order to illustrate this alternative mode exists in Chinese and Taoist
philosophy, the projects by Guo-Qiang Cai and Antony Gormley that exemplify the
issues of “embodiment,” “space,” and “interactivity” will be looked at. Their works
are strongly involved with the traditional Chinese philosophy, Taoism and Buddhism.
The harmonious view on human relationship, human bodies and the surrounding
environment advocated in their work will offer a different solution and viewpoint to
the addressed debate of (dis)embodiment in Western cultures and interactive
installation.
This research is not intended to provide any technical suggestion to new media
practitioners of an innovative way of solving the existing debates on installation art.
However, it is aimed at enriching the spirituality in artistry and offering an alternative
cultural perspective on the issue. In the end, I hope this research will give further
insights to others on artistic creation. As Ben Willis suggests in The Tao of Art: The
Inner Meaning of Chinese Art and Philosophy, “our technology is not going to go
away. We can only go forward, not back. But we can turn it to the service of the
whole human being and the whole human mind, incorporate the aesthetic/spiritual
side of human life into our technology and our awareness, make it fill those needs
which are primarily human and natural, not merely social and commercial.”9

8

Chang, Chung Yuan, Creativity and Taoism, New York: Julian Press, 1963, pp. 203-204
Willis, Ben, The Tao of Art: The Inner Meaning of Chinese Art and Philosophy, London : Century,
1987, pp.164
9
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Literature and Project Reviews
A Society of Interactors
“In the seventies and eighties, we lived in a society of spectacle, in the nineties in
the society of participants, and we are now developing a ‘society of interactors.’”10
The traditional role of experiencing the artwork changes from spectator, viewer to an
interactor. However, terms like “interactive media” and “interactivity” are highly
ambiguous. As Lev Manovich argues, “all classical, and even moreso modern, art is
‘interactive’ in a number of ways.”11 In the following I am going to show that how
the form of interactivity can be pursued differently due to the cultural standing.
Moreover, the body of the audience which is the interactor will be presented in a
different realm of concern in different cultural contexts.
Nowadays, “interactive media” is often associated with interactive computer
installation. Manovich pinpoints about the existing problem of such phenomenon is
that “we will interpret ‘interaction’ literally, equating it with physical interaction
between a user and a media object (pressing a button, choosing a link, moving the
body), at the expense of psychological interaction.”12 He further advocates the term
“cultural interface” to stress the concern that familiar cultural forms of the designer
often shape the way how a programme is organized. It applies the same to the
production of artwork. It is observed that Western artwork often shows privilege of
the individual space of the audience interacting with the work, while the interaction
between people in the work as a social space is expressed more often in non-western

10

De Oliveira Nicola,pp. 106

11

Manovich, Lev. The language of new media.

12

Ibid., pp. 57

Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, 2000
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work. It is said that “Western modernity since the nineteenth century has demanded
that individuals define and shape themselves in terms of a capacity for ‘paying
attention,’ that is, for a disengagement from a broader field of attraction, whether
visual or auditory, for the sake of isolating or focusing on a reduced number of
stimuli.” 13 Before heading to an in-depth discussion of the traditional classical
background of Western philosophy that shape such spatial perception, a recent
example of interactive project will be shown to provide a concrete context to the
controversial debate.
The privileges of sight and hearing are found to be dominated in most of the
Western artwork. For instance, Cybersonica with Kinetica Museum and
Soundtoys.net has held an event “SOUNDWAVES: Sonic Art Exhibition” this year, it
claims that “the exhibition showcases a range of engaging sound based works that
explore the convergence of sound, art and technology – that move beyond the ‘screen,
keyboard, mouse’ to explore new and exciting approaches to creative interactivity responding to physical input, proximity, sound, kinetics, elapsed time and the
surrounding environment.” 14 In the exhibition, on one hand, most works show
positive attempt in breaking down the mundane routine of equating “interactive work”
as the involvement of mouse, keyboard and computer screen when participating in the
work. On the other hand, despite most work invites physical involvement of the
audience/participant in the computer programme, there is still a strong reliance on
screen thus the sight, for instance, the artist Squidsoup’s work fREQ generates a
13

De Oliveira Nicola, pp. 166
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More information can be found on Cybersonica , Cybersonica official website, no date
http://www.cybersonica.org/programme/programme.html#lateattatebritain
(25th August, 2007)
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soundscape and waveform on screen by following the participant’s physical
movement. The compositions of sound and graphic are shown on screen according to
the data taken from the participant.15

Squidsoup’s work « fREQ »

In spite of the playfulness and innovative attempt of the work in “embodying” the
body movement in computer programme, the following questions trigger off this
research owing to my Chinese philosophical confrontation against the Western
cultures. Why there is such fondness of screen culture in Western interactive art?
Does this multi-sensory work really help awaken the bodily experience or further
reinforce the issue of disembodiment in the root of Western philosophy? Why does
the “embodiment” of technology often depart from the body and end at the body of
the individual in most Western work; while “embodiment” in Taoist context often

15

Squidsoup, Freq: a Squidsoup Project. No date. <http://www.squidsoup.org/freq2/> (25th August,
2007)
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refers to a harmonious relation of collective bodies and their environment into one
entity. In other words, it often suggest to start from an individual body but goes
beyond the infinities. In the next chapter, debates drawn from classical literature and
contemporary theories will be discussed.
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Cartesian Dualism and Taoist Oneness
“Are you oppressed by the Cartesian Co-ordinate System?” Anna Munster was
challenged to tackle such question in the 22nd annual American Computer Machinery
Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive Technologies.16 This statement
questions the conventional Western cultures that privilege human mind over body.
Our discussion will begin with an analysis of body as most contemporary installation
claims a reawaking of bodily experience. Besides, Thomas P. Kasulis writes “the
body is a particularly fruitful topic for cross-cultural analysis. In one respect, the
nature of the body is universal … In another respect, however, the human body is a
cultural artifact, the result of social modification.”17
The preference of screen in contemporary Western interactive artwork can be
explained by its preferences on sight and hearing as a traditional fondness. Since
screen culture represents a notion of human intellectuality, it distinguishes human
beings from animals. The Cartesian aesthetic prevails in most new media artwork and
installation. Aristotle claimed there are in total five senses in the human being.18
Sight is ranked as the highest position, and then followed by hearing, taste, and touch.
Smell falls in the middle to connect sight and hearing, with taste and touch. So there is
an existence of hierarchy in sensory orders in Western traditions. In Comparison, the
master of Chinese Taoist philosophy Zhungzi emphasizes the body co-ordination and
16

Munster, Anna, pp. 1. The original statement was said to be made by the artist Joan Staveley in
“Grids, Guys, and Gals: Are you oppressed by the Cartesian Coordinate System?” Chair: G. Garvey,
panelists: B. Laurel, R. Tow. J Staveley, A.R. Stone. Computer Graphics Proceedings, SIGGRAPH ’95
Conference Proceedings, August 6-11, 1995, ed. R.Cook (New York: ACM SIGGRAPH Publication,
1995):503
17

Kasulis Thomas P. with Roger T. Ames and Wimal Dissanayake (ed). Self as body in Asian theory
and practice. Albany : State University of New York Press, 1993, xiii
18

Classen, Constance, Worlds of sense : exploring the senses in history and across cultures. London :
Routledge, 1993, pp. 2-3
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argues that there is no one organ or faculty which is supreme.19 In-depth discussion
of the Taoist mode on human body will be discussed later along with two case studies
to offer an alternative angle of aestheticism and argument.
The dualist perspectives on mind and body started to become an important issue
since the Enlightenment period. “Descartes, who regarded sensory experience as
deceptive, sought to establish a division between the world of mind and the world of
senses. ‘I think therefore I am’, he proclaimed, distaining any sensory evidence for
personal existence and relying solely on intellectual judgment.”20 On contrary, John
Locke “held that all ideas enter the mind through sensory experience. To confirm
one’s existence through thought, one must first have experienced one’s existence
through the senses.”21 Constance Classen concludes both of them consider “senses as
purely physical mechanism.” 22 The Western division of nature and nurture,
physicality and intellectuality in traditional philosophy opposes to the concept of
“unity with nature” as “wholeness” in Chinese philosophy. “The indivisibility of man,
spirit, nature may as much involve psychological as spiritual health.”23 Dualism, in
Chinese philosophy, instead of a concept of division, works as a uniting power.
“Polarism … has been a major principle of explanation in the initial formulation and
evolution of classical Chinese metaphysics.”24 This idea will be further elaborated in
Case study 2, Antony Gormley’s Blind Light.

19

Lai, Karyn. Learning from Chinese philosophies : ethics of interdependent and contextualised self.
Aldershot : Ashgate, 2006, pp. 55
20

Classen, Constance, pp. 4
Ibid., pp.4, Classen’s idea based from A. Synnott, “Puzzling Over the Sense: From Plato to Marx”,
in D. Howes, ed., The Varieties of Sensory Experience: A Sourcebook in the Anthropology in the
Senses, Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1991, pp. 70-71.
22
Ibid, pp. 4
23
Willis, Ben,pp.47
24
Self as Body in Asian Theory and Practice, pp. 159
21
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Despite many Western artists recently trying to evoke the sensation of bodily
experience by creating multi-sensory work, from a Chinese perspective, this kind of
interactive design, such as that of Squidsoup mentioned in previous chapter, only
stimulates superficial sensation of the physicality. With reference to Drew Leder’s
The Absent Body, our everyday experience is usually constituted with two modes of
embodiment, the “ecstatic” surface body and the “recessive” visceral body.25 Phillip
B. Zarilli points out that there is another mode of extra-daily lived body awareness
and experience – the aesthetic “inner” body-mind.26 “This body is that realm of
extra-daily perception and experience associated with long-term, in-depth engagement
in certain psychophysical practices or training regimes – yoga, the martial arts,
acting/performing per se, or similar forms of embodied practice that engage the
physical body and attention (mind) in cultivating and attuning both to subtle levels of
experience and awareness.”27

Regarding the playfulness and sensational experience given by those interactive
works such as Squidsoup, to a certain extent, the form of appreciation can be
compared with the immediate excitement triggered off by physical activities such as
football. The participants’ experience of the work may only attain the basic level of
sensation derived from “the surface body”. However, it does not seem to reach the
aesthetic level of “inner body-mind” that is usually attained in sport such as Tai-chi
and Yoga. These allegories of sports help to state the purpose of art should express
and enrich the spirituality of human beings. A lack seems to exist in the interactive
25

Zarrilli, B. Philip, in “Senses and silence in actor training and performance.” The senses in
performance. T Banes Sally and André Lepecki (ed). New York ; London: Routledge, 2007, pp. 50-54.
original from Leder, Drew. The Absent Body. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990.
26
27

Ibid., pp.54
Ibid., pp. 54-55
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design of Western artwork, which focuses either on body (sensory experience) or
mind (concept) but not the union of two.

15

Embodiment and Space: Materialism and Emptiness
My previous discussion of the classical philosophy on human bodies does not
intend to infer one-sided conclusion but rather to depict a background of the
traditional argument about Western perspectives on human body and mind. However,
as Deleuze and Guattari writes “you are a longitude and a latitude, a set of speeds and
slownesses between unformed particles, a set of nonsubjectified affects. You have the
individuality of a day, a season, a year, a life (regardless of its duration) – a climate, a
wind, a fog, a swarm, a pack (regardless of its singularity). Or at least you can have it,
you can reach it.”28 It is important to view the body from relational and dynamic
perspective. In the following, Vivian Sobchack’s phenomenological approach to
today’s screen culture will be discussed. On the other hand, disregarding the
prevailing condemnation of disembodiment on new media art, Anna Munster attempts
to derive an alternative view on the Cartesian aesthetics. However, their
overestimation on the materialism in embodiment will be my central point of
argument in contrast to the concept of emptiness in Taoist philosophy.

Facing the emerging trend of moving image culture of the screen, Sobchack
shows her concern towards this phenomenon of “disembodiment” in “The Scene of
the Screen” in Carnal Thoughts,

Within the context of this material and technological crisis of the flesh, … there are those
out there who prefer the simulated body and a virtual world. Indeed they have forgotten that
“technology springs from the very human condition of embodiment.” And actually believe

28

Deleuze, Gilles, : A thousand plateaus : capitalism and schizophrenia. Gilles Deleuze, Félix
Guattari(ed) ; translation and foreword by Brian Massumi.. London : Athlone Press , 1988,
1987,pp.162
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the body (contemptuously called “meat or “wetware”) is best lived only as image or as
information. Indeed they suggest that the only possibility for negotiating one’s presence in
our electronic lifeworld is to reconfigure the body through disembodiment, to digitalize and
download our consciousness into the neural nets and memory and onto a screen of a solely
electronic existence …It can ignore its own history. Indeed, devaluing the physically lived
body and the concrete materiality of the world.29

Sobchack expresses her emphasis on materiality which is essential to our lived bodies.
It is believed that “our existential grounding in the flesh that allows us to feel the
mimetically the passionate and porous possibilities of those material others and
objects that constitute our environment, … to feel “graced” by the fleeting facticity of
our existence just here and just now at the moment sunlight falls in just such a way on
the carpet.”30

In Materializing New Media, Munster derives her particular aesthetic genealogy
for digital culture. Confronting the bold critique by Joan Staveley about the
oppressive nature embedded in the Cartesian Coordinate System in information
culture of the West,31 Munster critically writes,

what I believe were the inextricably entwined problems of that panel: the question of the
genealogy of digital culture and the insolvent place of the body in relation to new media
technologies and culture they help to shape. We need to critically question the birth of
digital culture as one that has been shaped largely via a binary logic. This outdated
cartography has previously forced us to either celebrate or denigrate the Catesian mind, the
disembodied gaze and the transcendence of dematerialized information as salient features of
digital aesthetics.32

29

Sobchack,
Vivian
Carol.
Carnal
thoughts: embodiment
culture. Berkeley : University of California Press, 2004, pp.161-162
30
31
32

and

moving

image

Ibid., pp. 296
Munster, Anna, pp.1
Ibid. pp.3
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Munster claims that artists such as David Rokeby and Ulrike Gabriel have started
to experiment work to against the condemnation of disembodiment in new media
art since 1980s.33

Ulrike Gabriel «Breath»

In Gabriel’s Breath (1992-1993), “by regulating their breathing, which is
registered by sensors on the belt they wear, visitors can alter the dynamics of the
sounds reproduced around them and of the images projected on a surface (or, in an
expanded version, four surfaces) in front of them.”34 The data will be accumulated
and the next user’s one will be affected by the result of the previous users. Gabriel’s
work can be considered a breakthrough of the notorious superficial production of
interactive artwork as direct reactivity. Gabriel claims that “it’s a kind of interaction
which is not direct, like one-to-one interaction, [where] you push a button and
immediately something happens … you influence it slowly by putting energy in it
through your breathing … this again you then perceive by watching it, which

33

Munster, Anna,., pp.3-4
Image and more info on the work, Media Art Net, Media Art Net: Gabriel, Ulrike Breathm, no date,
http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/works/breath/ (25th August, 2007)
34
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influences your breathing so you are somehow connected to outside by this circuit.”35
Compared to the Squidsoup’s project mentioned earlier, Gabriel’s work is much
profound by involving human energy and breathing in the work to overthrow the
public denunciation of disembodiment in interactive art. As Munster notes,

I have been concerned with producing a radically different conceptual aesthetic
genealogy for information aesthetics, one that acknowledges new media’s relation to
materiality. Materializing new media culture means insisting upon an analysis of its
artifacts that takes into account the ongoing engagement of information and new
technologies with embodiment. New media artists have found new ways of producing
these engagements, ranging from the development of haptic and gestural interfaces to a
constructive acknowledgement of the impact that corporeal movement and material and
environmental circumstances have had in producing new media art and culture… No
longer can we consider “the body” an antinomy of code; its incorporeal capacities are
simultaneously amplified and divided from its physicality as we come to think of digital
embodiment as a process of living in information culture: the labor of folding
corporeality and code across its many differentiated instantiations.36

Viewing the limitation of the critique of Munster and Sobchack in light of
Chinese philosophy, their engagement of embodiment overestimates the significance
of materialism and physicality in the analysis. As mentioned earlier most of the
contemporary artwork, despite of its technical innovation, does not seem to involve
serious consideration of spirituality in the fundamental concepts of the work. The
aesthetic in Taoism perhaps helps develop a better spiritual groundwork for the
interactive design. Taoism embraces the “mystery of emptiness” in traditional
Chinese art as well as in daily philosophy.37 In contrast to the visual and materialist
richness in traditional Western art, the space in Taoism or Chinese painting represents
35

Munster, Anna, pp. 4 original taken from Ulrike Gabriel, interview in the film Artists in
Cyberculture (Third International Symposium of Electronic Arts), dir. Johnathon Cohen, Ronin Films,
Sydney, 1993.
36
Ibid., pp. 184
37
Willis, Ben, pp.3
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a tranquil state of the artist and a breathing room for viewer’s imagination. Hence
Taoism plays a strong role in the spatial concept in many artists’ work in order to
achieve this spiritual goal. This will be further elaborated in Gormley’s new work
Blind Light. Moreover it is noted that the concept of space is closely related to the
concepts of embodiment in Taoism. While conventional Western philosophers
over-theorize the significance of “materialist body” of an individual in embodiment,
the Taoist aesthetic of embodiment refers to a simplistic and indivisibly unity in a
spiritual and physical space between human body, heaven and the surrounding as a
whole.

In non-western cultures, they often show different interpretations to “physicality”
and “energy” such as those of Chinese, Japanese and Indian. It will be further
investigated in the work of Cai Guo-Qiang in the next section together with the
discussion of the issue on embodiment. For instance, the technical aesthetics of
Gabriel’s work is undoubtedly sophisticated; however it does not seem to show a
profound and philosophical groundwork to back up the spirits and aesthetics of the
work. Again, it is analogous to the difference between football and yoga, the latter
achieves an enrichment of physical as well as spiritual healthiness. In the next section,
two case studies will be examined to show how artists successfully involve
philosophical and cultural standings in dealing with the issues of sensual place and
interactive space. Though the following works do not adopt advanced digital
technology, they are chosen to exemplify the fundamental basics of artistic creation
and aesthetic expression in terms of Taoism. In turn, it justifies my argument of the
deep-seated absence of spirituality in most contemporary installations and
controversial debates on the issue of bodies, interactivity from an alternative

20

perspective of non-western culture.
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Case Studies
Case Study1
Cai Guo-Qiang’s Ritualized Body in Interactive Bath
Asian art is subtle and ambiguous. You don't understand its theme immediately. It touches you
gradually and slowly -- like the tea ceremony or Chinese herbal medicine, which doesn't cure a
disease overnight.

– Cai Guo-Qiang38

Cai Guo-Qiang,, Cultural Melting Bath, 1997

The debates shown in previous chapters will be ceaseless and continue to be
circulating if the contemporary interactive media practitioners do not find back the
38

Kay Itoi, “Inside Cai Guo-Qiang” in art.net, no date,
<http://www.artnet.com/magazine/features/itoi/itoi5-17-02.asp >(25th August, 2007)
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origin and spirits of the creation of art. From the perspectives of Chinese philosophy
and Taoism, the discussion of embodiment is futile unless it reaches the ideal of
“oneness.” Tao, can be literally translated to “Way” and it implies “principle.”39
Under the influence of Buddhist and Taoist philosophy the profound concept of
“oneness of universe and I” often inspires the work of artists. “Thus, Chinese painting
is not merely a product of technical skill but it is basically an achievement of a high
level of self-cultivation, without which creative intuition cannot emerge. When we
discussed Chinese poetry we identified creative intuition with ontological experience.
This also holds true for Chinese painting. When creative intuition and ontological
experience become one, great works of art are produced.” 40 By adopting the
principles of Taoism, it is intended to derive alternative aesthetics and solution to the
problems of superficiality in today’s interactive installation and design.

Cai Guo-Qiang’s Cultural Melting Bath will be a good starting point to
demonstrate an alternative perspective on the body and interactivity in a non-western
(Chinese) culture. In the work 30 tons of rocks were transported from Diangsu in
China to New York.41 Using feng shui as the fundamental concept of the spatial
design, those rocks were selected based on their characteristics of stimulating the
energy flow in the space and bestowing beneficial Ch’i inside the gallery space and
the participants. “The clusters of rocks also contained a Chinese medicinal herbal bath.
Cai sees his therapeutic Cultural Melting Bath as a metaphor for social healing. In this
work he used the term ‘melting pot’ inviting individuals from disparate backgrounds
to bathe together, fusing East and West.”42 The public bath represents a social ritual
39
40
41
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in Chinese tradition. The herbal medicine is used in the bath to emphasize the Chinese
methodology of healing. The concept of Qi or Ch’i (Ki in Japanese) is often presented
in Asian art. “Ch’i is both a presence or a form of energy or rather, the energy of
spirit.43 It is also the spirit that unifies the Yin (negative) and Yang (positive) energy
to create a harmony.44 The process of constant transformation through opposites is
not simply the bouncing off things against each other. It is more like a continuous
interaction,45 “for only in such interaction, such blending, does harmony becomes
possible. The polar forces of yin and yang must work together, will work together, or
the unnatural state of disharmony, inquietude and suffering will result.”46

Taoist and Chinese concept of energy exchange and interaction between bodies,
things, people and the whole universe is defined beyond physicality and more in a
psychological form; in comparison, it is often associated in terms of physiology in the
Western concept. Cai connects Chinese art with herbal tea and Chinese medicine in
terms of its subtleness and its indirect effect. Cai adds,

I base on my conception of the world, not on the activity of knowledge but on breath; and this is
the Chinese choice: from the fact that I am alive, breathing in-out, by entry-exit (inside-outside), I
deduce the principle of regulatory alternation from which the process of the world results. Is the
between-Heaven-and Earth not comparable to a great bellows?” asks the Laozi (S5). “Empty, it is not
flattened out”, and “the more one moves it, the more it exhales”, but “the more one talks about it” the
less one grasps it… so it comes as no surprise that Chinese should have conceived of primordial reality,
not according to the category of being, or through the relationship between form and matter (having no
concept of “matter” as such), but as “breath-energy”, qi, whose etymology suggests vapour that has
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been emitted and is now rising up (above rice being cooked).47

His advocating of the traditional Chinese philosophy in the work is culturally
specific, yet it may be a suggestive alternative for non-Asian artists to reconsider the
existing debates of body, embodiment and interactive space. It is interesting to
compare the work of Gabriel’s Breath with Cai’s in terms of aesthetical and cultural
contexts, both emphasize the somatically lived experience of breathing in their work.
However, it can be seen that the space created by Gabriel’s more vision, physicality
and materialism based, while Cai adopts the invisible or subtle approach to express
the idea of energy. Moreover, the interactivity in Gabriel’s more of an individualistic
experience, while Cai values the invisible energy exchange of Ch’i among human
bodies, nature and the universe in an art form by inviting viewers to experience the
“Cultural Melting Bath” together at the same time.

47

Cai Guo-Qiang : Une histoire arbitraire = An arbitrary history. Lyon : Musée d'art
contemporain ; Milan : 5 continents, 2002,pp.28
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Case Study2
Antony Gormley: (Dis)appearance of Audience Body

It is very important for me that inside it you find the outside. Also you become the immersed figure in
an endless ground, literally the subject of the work.
- Antony Gormley48

Antony Gormley, Blind Light, 2007

Gormley’s latest work, Blind Light challenges our everyday experience on
sensual orientation and questions the body space in installation art in an empty glass
box with simple device of light and vapour. As mentioned earlier, the environment of
contemporary installation art is often material-based. Thus, the prevailing critique on
48

Gormley, Antony, Blind Light, exh. cat., Hayward, London, 2007.
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the embodiment and experience of audience body seems to be inevitably
senses-oriented due to the lurid design focused on multi-sensory experience. In the
following, a discussion of Blind Light, the simplistic design gives a two way
experience on the appearance and disappearance of audience body. It raises the
philosophical questions of human existence and its harmonious relationship with
surrounding.

The interactive installation offers two way experiences. From the outside,
bystanders can observe how participants’ body appear and disappear in the space of
light and vapour. Inside, the very bright space made of fluorescent light, participants
get lost as if they are walking around the foggy mountain. The visibility will be
reduced to as little as two feet. Many have to find themselves way out to the exit by
touching the edge of the glass box.

Unlike other interactive work, the position of the participants is neither active
nor passive but is of sameness and ambiguity of the environment. Gormley states,
“With Blind Light, you could say that light is the environment, but actually people are
the environment.”49 Gormley’s work shows a return to the basic aesthetic of art to
nature. Traditional theories of Western critique on embodiment is to show how
individual body taking part and embodied in something. It is like two separate beings
interacting with each other and eventually merging into one. On the contrary, in
Taoism, “the indivisibility of man, spirit, and nature may as much involve

49
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psychological as spiritual health, by reason of that same seperability.”50 The unity or
co-existence of paradoxical forces of human, nature and spirit is considered as the
fundamental principle of Taoist embodiment.

Gormley exemplifies this concept by drawing in the Eastern influence into his
spatial organization. The principle of Ch’i is shown in the work as well in a relatively
humble form of representation compared to Cai’s. The physical emptiness and
non-materialist in installation spatial design, coincides with and expresses the state of
Taoist ideal of Ch’i,
can only be identified by an inexplicable recognition, a feeling, a sense of presence, a sense of
quiet magtitude which is nevertheless vibrant and dynamic…

there are no words which can

really describe it, for ultimate reality can never be conceived wholly in verbal terms.51

The co-existence of dualistic nature of appearance or disappearance demonstrates the
Taoist fundamental idea of continuous flow and inseparable unity of the oppositional
forces of ying-yang (negativity and positivity). Gormley overturns the dualism of
mind and body in his work, but polarism works as a harmonious and immersive space
for audience experience. When vision fails to function as directional orientation, when
participants walk further in the middle point of the void, the indoor suddenly becomes
an outdoor space like mountain, “the effect is completely disorienting, we are made
more conscious of our own body space as we cast blindly about.”52 The work is not
just a critique on forsaking the significance of mind and raising consciousness of a
reappearance of audience body as in most interactive work; but rather creating a

50
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meditative space for the audience to experience the and recall the undermined unity
and harmony of body and mind.
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Conclusion
With technological advancement, discussions between human, body, space and
art will remain a controversial issue. The research above hopefully provides a diverse
perspective in viewing the issue. By looking at the non-Western perspective, it aims at
broadening the dimension of the discussion from a cross-cultural discipline. It is noted
that the argument on (dis)embodiment in relation to the interactive space can only be
valid when one views the body and art as a “process” rather than a “static thing.”
Roger Ames suggests “the classical Chinese tradition is generally committed to a
process rather than a substance of ontology: the body is a ‘process’ rather than a
‘thing,’ something ‘done’ rather than something one ‘has.’ ”53

However, despite it is

argued that spatial and sensual organization and human perception are often culturally
pre-defined, this research does not intend to conclude that the phenomenon and art
creation should definitely be formed by such cultural and social fixation. On the
contrary, by studying different projects and philosophies, it is hoped to bring in
alternative and cross-cultural insights to artists to improve their work and audience in
interpreting and experience the work. Gormley’s work demonstrates a successful case
of fusing others’ culture into his artistic creation.
The dilemma of embodiment and disembodiment, and the dualism of body
and mind in today’s interactive space are still debated by many Western theorists, “it
was not that Chinese thinkers were able to ‘reconcile’ this dichotomy; rather, it did

53
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not rise.” 54 To conclude in phrase of Karyn Lai’s suggestion in Learning from
Chinese Philosophies,
These recent research findings in cross-cultural psychology demonstrate that there are different
conceptions of relevance and different sensitivities that are brought to bear in the perception of events
and situations. In the true spirit of Chinese dialectical harmony, we should seek to explore the contrasts
and complementation between Chinese philosophies and others – not just eastern and western, but also
contemporary, indigenous and world philosophies. This approach plumbs the depth of multiplicity that
globalisation affords us. It exploits the richness and creativity of human thought in order to suggest
plausible and multifaceted solutions to the urgent issues of today.55

As suggested, by adopting the philosophical principle of Chinese dialectical harmony,
the cross-cultural approach in this paper, hopefully can lead to a diverse discussion to
some of the urgent issues faced in contemporary art.

54
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Appendix

Documentation for final show

Work Title: Haptic Chamber

34

Gallery Experience

The counter outside of the Haptic Chamber entrance

The work consists of two spaces. Firstly, the entrance area displays hats, and balloons
for the participants to blow and take inside the Haptic Chamber. The following
instruction is placed on the table:
Before entering the Haptic Chamber, Please Do
-choose your party hat
-blow and bring in your own balloon (pump provided)
-find yourself a companion
-take off your shoes
After entering the chamber, Please Do
-feel free to touch the space and remain noisy

35

The balloon chamber in the dark

Flash was used while shooting the space in this picture, otherwise it is all pitched dark
inside. The participants are free to throw themselves around the space and let the
balloons to feel the skin. They can do any violent act with the balloons or scream
themselves to deaf. There is a hidden microphone hung below the ceiling and a
recording programme that records sounds every 5 seconds and plays back with
layering effects of the previous tracks. It is aimed at creating an ambience and
confusing auditory orientation to the participants. In the exhibition of the final show at
Goldsmiths College, some commented that they found the sound recording program
very exciting, while some reported a haunting effect.
36

An LED infra-red light is glued to the hats, it is for safety reason in the dark as well as
for participants to interact with each other in the space. It is advised to enter the space
with a companion instead of on one’s own. The sound system repeatedly plays the
speech, “welcome to the party, please say hello to each other” induces the participants
to start talking in this “social space.”

37

The Concept:
Initial idea and Development
My initial on the final project would be a development and self-critique of the
interactive soundtoy project, “Sonic Ball” which was produced in the minor show of
Interactive Media Department at Goldsmiths College.

Sonic Toy, Interactive media Minor Show at Goldsmiths College, 2007

In this minor show project, the ball projected on the screen responds to participant’s
body movement through the webcam detection and then random sounds are
programmed to play according to the physical movement of the participants. It is
aimed at responding to Marshall McLuhan’s writing in “Visual and Acoustic Space”
that the “domination of the visual in Western society has shifted drastically towards
the supremacy of the auditory since the 20th century.”1 The sonic ball project aims at

1

Marshall McLuhan, “Visual and Acoustic Space” in Audio Culture, Christoph Cox and Daniel
Warner (ed), New York: The Continum International Publishing Group Ltd., 2004, pp. 67-72
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resurrecting the bodily experience of interactive work in a new media installation
environment.

During the development of my project, my discontent grows against the hostile
relationship between visual and auditory in McLuhan’s theories and the disembodied
gaze with the adoption of the screen. After reading theories about sensory orientation
and Chinese philosophy that change my approach to the spatial organization and
perception on senses, the final installation is an attempt to emphasize on the
importance of an embodied experience of interaction in the space. Hence, discussion
of the significance of material reality and naturalism of Chinese culture and
philosophy will be discussed in details as the groundwork of my concepts of the work.

About the chamber - Why haptic?
Reminiscing the childhood memory and how haptic sense first helps the child to
learn about world
Since the haptic system deals with the mechanical features of the environment, no perceptual
system is quite as concrete and as final in the information it provides. The haptic system deals
with and/or produces the things that language can only talk about. It is no wonder that actions
seems more genuine than the language describing it… the activation of mechanisms of haptic
perception makes all the differences between being in harmony with one’s surroundings
(particularly when the object is another person) and being remote from it in every aspect.2

Regarding the predominant preference of the senses of sight and hearing, Haptic
Chamber is a built-in escape for participants to explore the long forgotten sensory
experience in the dark.

2
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The exhibited work will be associated with the notion of play which is related to
the childhood memory. By using the sense of touch, my original idea on play is
further reinforced in this ironic “balloon playground”. “Roger Caillois defines play
according to six criteria: it is a free activity, measured only in respect to how much
pleasure it affords not its usefulness; it is separate from daily life both temporally and
spatially; it is economically unproductive; it is subject to rules and criteria of
operation; it is fictional and holds an uncertain outcome.” Before entering the dark
labyrinth, audiences do not know what will happen inside. By wearing the infra-red
detection hat and take in their own balloons, it reminds them a game and party is
going to begin. An uncertain outcome of balloon explosive sound effects are expected
from different interaction carried out by participants towards the space and be
recorded and playback through a computer and sound system.

Collective Body in the Space
The contemporary cultural phenomenon of digital sound art culture seems to
ignore the traditional essence of live music, i.e. the communicating body of the
musicians and the audiences or among the audiences themselves. This installation was
inspired by The Future of Sound Event3 while musicians played along with the
computers alone and completely ignore the audience’s response and interaction. It is
my aim to resurrect the fundamental definition in interactive media, which is human
interaction.

Teresa Brennen criticized in her book The Transmission of Affect ‘the Western
psyche is structured in such a way as to give a person the sense that their affects and

3

It was held at Goldsmiths College on 1st March, 2007.
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feelings are their own, and that they are, energetically and emotionally contained’.4 In
opposition to the western psyche, Chinese philosophers often consider the universe as
wholeness i.e. human, sky, ground and everything belong to inseparable oneness. This
concept becomes the groundwork of my “embodied” space in the haptic chamber. In
this dark space, at least two audiences are advised to be entered in order to heighten
the consideration of affects, relationality, becoming and attunement between them
from the aspect of emotional trigger. The choices of explosive balloons and darkness
can elicit an emotive impact on audience and its transmission. The pressure of body
movement causes the balloon crashes and movement. This echoes to Chinese
philosophy such as Taoism that everything is inseparable from each other. Karyn Lai
points out that “there are many Taoist metaphors which suggest that the self is
essentially an interdependent and contextualized entity. This means that
interdependence of self is seen as a fundamental feature of an individual’s
existence.” 5 It was found that solitary participant tended to be calmer while
participants who went in big group were usually emotionally excited and turned the
chamber into a playground or battleground by stepping many of the balloons.

Furthermore, collective memories and experiences should be considered to be
the essence of interactive art. The audiences are encouraged to actively destroy the
space (by destroying the balloons) or construct the space (by bringing in the balloons
distributed before the entrance). Moreover, the voices of the participants are recorded
and layered on top of each others and then are played back. My concept of
interactivity is connected with some of the work of the artist Antony Gormley. He has

4
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an interesting statement on the relationship between sculpture, place and audience,
“you could say that there are two very discrete and almost oppositional places where a
sculpture belongs. One is physical: in a landscape or a room, and the other is in the
imagination of the viewer, in his/her experience and memory. They are equally
important and in many senses the work is there waiting – almost like a trap – for the
life of the viewer to come and fill it, or inhabit it. And then once ‘captured’ the art –
or its arising – inhabits him or her.”6 It applies much to understand about the essence
of interactive art as well. Treating the balloons as moving sculpture in a space, it is
open to the participants to interact and continue the construction of it.

6

Gormley, Antony, Blind Light, exh. cat., Hayward, London, 2007
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Research
Haptic Chamber is a practical project partly based on my dissertation thesis,
“Sensual Place: A Cross-Cultural Critique of (Dis)embodiment and Experience of
Interactive Space.” Extensive research is done on interactive installation, sound
design, cross-cultural philosophies, body theories, relation between psychology and
senses, and new media theory which help to inspire and articulate the implication
behind the practical work. Besides reading, frequent visits to new media art events
and Kenetica Museum are important in shaping my ideas on the final work.

As mentioned in my dissertation, the pre-dominance of sight and vision is
traditionally deep-seated in Western culture which I comprehend but personally find
difficult to identify with my Chinese cultural roots. Despite all the debates on
prevailing Cartesian aesthetics in new media art, my research on Chinese philosophy
finds my way back to the origin of my identity and creation of a work that speaks of
my self-identity. The research of Taoism and Chinese art has enabled me to realize
my unrecognized connection with the nature,
The natural is the fundamental Way of spirit, and to be natural we must follow the Way. That
which occurs of itself can’t be learnt, studied or forced into existence – it is determined only by
its own innate nature. So should we directed only by spontaneous inner means… If I throw a
ball against the wall that ball bounces back is not directed by me, nor does it have anything to
do with the way I throw it or what I want it to do. The law of force and motion govern its return,
which are more or less invariable. Its movements are spontaneous, not the product of my mind
or imagination, based firmly in reality and uncontrolled by any outside force except that which
is natural to its principle.7

Forsaking the use of complicated programming on computer, the work adopts simple
7

Willis, Ben, The Tao of Art: The Inner Meaning of Chinese Art and Philosophy, London : Century,
c1987, pp.90
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materials such as balloons to practically execute my philosophy of naturalism.

Aside from that, as said earlier the body in traditional Chinese philosophy, the
dualism of body and mind and hierarchy of senses do not seem to exist. A harmonious
relationship is always the principle of all aspects of life. While the dominant
application of sight and hearing often makes us forget the experience with the
surrounding with our somatically felt body as a whole. Sheets-Johnstone writes,
(The living body) is first and foremost the center of a tactile-kinesthetic world that, unlike the
visual world, rubs up directly with their sense. The tactile-kinesthetic body is a body that is
always in touch, always resounding with an intimate and immediate knowledge of the world
about it.8

The emphasis of haptic in the work aims at challenging the conventional mode of
knowing of the “world” through sight and hearing. In order to learn more on the
issues human body and sensory system, extensive research on senses and cultural
perception on the sensory experience have been done and further discussion has been
elaborated in the dissertation.
However, in order to enhance the effect and ambience of the interactive space, a
recording program designed by Max/Msp is used. The concept of the sound design is
partly based on research of digital music for the course of critical theory I took last
autumn. In “The Aesthetics of Failure: 'Post-Digital' Tendencies in Contemporary
Computer Music”, Kim Cascone writes about the inspiration of Rauschenberg’s white
paintings to John Cage’s work, “Rauschenberg’s white paintings combined chance,
non-intention, and ‘minimalism' in one broad stroke, where the paintings revealed the

8

Sheets-Johnstone, Maxine. The Roots of Thinking. Philadelphia: Temple University Press.,1990, pp.
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‘changing play of light and shadow and the presence of dust.”

9

Cage’s silent concert

piece, 4'33' redefined music, “Every environment could be experienced in a
completely new way - as music… Of equal importance to Cage's ‘silent piece' was his
realization that there is, in fact, no such thing as ‘silence' - that, as human beings, our
sensory perceptions occur against the background noise of our biological systems.”10
Further details on the audio program design and theoretical background will be
discussed in the next chapters.

9

Cascone, Kim. “The Aesthetics of Failure: ‘Post-Digital’ Tendencies in Contemporary Computer
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Decision making and Technological Choice.

Choices of materials and spatial organization
Instead of a projection similar to what I did in the minor show, real balloons are
stuffed inside the pitched dark chamber. Outside the chamber, balloons and hats are
hung upon the wall that are intended to create suspense as well as an contrasted irony
of reliance on sight outside and the failing of it inside the dark space. My
abandonment of the screen projector in the final work is due to my growing discontent
towards the common phenomenon of disembodiment by privileging vision and
hearing as the preferred senses in Western conventions and contemporary art. Paul
Rodaway points out in Sensuous Geographies: Body Sense and Place,

It is commonly claimed that humans are first and foremost visually oriented, though closer
inspection reveals such claims to be exaggerated. Nevertheless, vision is particularly
important in geographical experience. Sight gives us a synthetic view of the environment as a
whole, as a view or scene, and allows us a synthetic view of the environment as a whole, as a
view or scene, and allows us to differentiate objects in terms of their colour and texture, shape
and form, relative size and arrangement in space.11

By blocking the sight and vision inside the chamber, it is an attempt hopefully to offer
an exploration of somatically felt and lived experience of our bodies and senses as
whole inside the dark space through haptic orientation. On the other hand, Chinese
Taoist master Zhungzi emphasizes the body co-ordination and argues that there is no
one organ or faculty which is supreme.12 Rodaway claims that “the experience of the
11

Rodaway, Paul. Sensuous geographies : body, sense, and place. London; New
York : Routledge , 1994, pp. 117
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fully deaf reminds us that one does not only ‘hear’ with the ears but with the whole
body.”13 Similarly, blinding the participants in a completely dark space heighten the
other senses of the body that make them hear and feel with the whole body.

Audio design
Soundscape in the installation is a live recording program (done by MAX/MSP)
of participants’ voices with echoing effect and memories of data layering one after
another. The replay of the recording voices creates atmosphere of disoriented
confusion, excitement, fear and so on. It hopes to bring in an alternative sensory
experience to the participants.

As stated in previous chapter, under much influence of Cage’s music theory, the
environmental and natural noises from the background of the installation space are the
major concern of the work. The concept and the program of sound design are further
elaborated due to the inspiration of Alvin Lucier’s work, I am Sitting in a Room
(1969). With simple equipment of one microphone, two tape recorders, amplifier and
one loudspeaker, Lucier challenged an innovative form of musical practice. “By
replaying the recording of his voice back into a room, rerecording and playing back,
repeating the process, the work develops into an accentuation of acoustic space
whereby the sound source (voice) loses its original shape through the resonance of the
spatial situation.” 14 His theory builds the conceptual groundwork of the sound
architecture of Haptic Chamber. With the use of MAX/MSP program, a microphone,
amplifier and speakers are connected to each other, live recording and playback of

13

Rodaway, Paul, pp. 98
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International, 2006, pp.126
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voices are simple and easily executed. The MAX/MSP programme is most convenient
to create the sound architecture for the work. In my installation, while a chamber is
often associated with peace and safety; the background noises from participants,
echoing feedback, and noises keep looping and restructuring in this pitched dark
environment heighten a mysterious experience inside an interactive space.

Floor Plan of Haptic Chamber

-Table with hats and
balloons
-Amplifer and
computer are hidden
under the table.

Size of the room: 9x 11 feet

microphone attached
on the ceiling
balloons are filled
up the dark room

Entrance

speaker
s
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Programming Design

Explanation of the MAX/MSP Patch:
1. The first voice will be recorded for five seconds and play back automatically
2. The second layer of voice will be recorded after five seconds of the first one and
will be start recording and play back. Both 1 and 2 are programmed to go on in
loops
3. It is meant to adjust the sensitivity of the incoming recording
4. The function of tapout effect is chosen to add echoing and layering of the recorded
voices. Different options are pre-set to adjust to different environments where the
programme is used to prevent strong feedback
5. Pre-recorded welcoming voice, “welcome to the party, please say hello to each
other” is embedded here and plays back every minute

49

6. Due to existing problem with feedback noises occasionally from the speakers, a
volume control is built in order to reduce the problems
7. Recording voices are stored as sound file in computer

Originally, the programme was considered to have only TAPIN effect and no
recording would be possible. After a second consideration on the work of Lucier, a
more complicated design of this interactive sound architecture is built. Firstly, voices
are recorded in two parts in order to give a mature layer of the sounds in playback.
Some practical considerations affect the numbers of elements in the patch. For
instance, in order to trigger participants to speak, a pre-recorded sound file is put in to
encourage participants to “say hello to each other.” As the size of the room is quite
small, the problem of continuous feedback can be a nuisance to the space, hence
switches for volume control are built to solve the issue.
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